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This article concerns itself with stories of a journey that have no temporal or spatial beginning and no apparent motivation. They are accounts of the travels of a hippopotamus in south-eastern Africa from 1928 to 1931. In effect the journey begins with an illustrated newspaper report. On the 23rd November 1928, under the headline ‘Adventures of a Hippo in Natal’, The Natal Mercury reported the appearance of a hippopotamus in the sugar cane fields at New Guelderland, a village just north of Stanger, on the Kwazulu-Natal North Coast. A substantial portion of the report deals with how The Natal Mercury’s photographer had risked his life by hiding in the thicket in order to obtain ‘a unique close up view of the hippo.’ This photograph, ‘taken [from] two yards away’, together with one showing ‘a few of the excited Native and other spectators’ accompanied the story. Thirty months later The Natal Mercury reported that the journey of this hippopotamus had come to an end. ‘Hubert the Hippo’, the headline proclaimed, had been ‘assassinated’. His ‘Great Trek’ had ended ‘400 miles from his Tugela home’. Using language that insinuated that the killing was premeditated, the newspaper claimed that he had been ‘shot through [the] head by [an] unknown sniper.’ ‘His bulky body’ had been found the previous day, 23rd April 1931, ‘floating in [the] Keiskama river’, near King William’s Town. In its Saturday edition The Natal Mercury published a series of photographs in memory of Hubert’s travels: two taken at New Guelderland in 1928 of Hubert in the bush, that had ‘brought fame to his photographer’, another of two policemen looking at possible hippopotamus tracks on a golf course near Durban, and an arbitrary photograph of a hippopotamus in the water. These photographs, the newspaper claimed, were ‘intimate studies of a great character’.

Almost immediately after the hippopotamus’s death Guy Chester Shortridge, the director of the Kaffrarian Museum in King William’s Town, and Nicholas Arends, his assistant, claimed the body for their institution. After hav-
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1. The Natal Mercury, 23 November 1928; 24 April 1931; 25 April 1931.
ing skinned the animal, they sent it to London to be mounted, in preparation for display in their museum. Upon return to South Africa she (her gender was discovered at death) was displayed at the East London and Durban Museums and the Rand Easter Show before becoming a permanent exhibition at the Kaffrarian Museum in 1932. Huberta became the Kaffrarian Museum’s major attraction. A little over seventy years later, the Amathole Museum, as it was renamed in 1999 because the former name was considered to be ‘insulting and offensive’ by mem-

Figure 1: The eye of the hippo

This is one of only two photographs of Hubert/a when s/he was alive. Taken by a photographer attached to The Natal Mercury in Durban on 22 November 1928 it effectively marks the birth of Hubert/a. In the genre of wildlife photography, it is very difficult to photograph a hippopotamus due to the large amounts of time they spend in the water and the hazards associated with proximity when they are on land. The story in the newspaper the following day tells of a series of manoeuvres as the hippopotamus regularly charged the photographer as he attempted to secure a close up image. His act is presented as one of great daring and the hippopotamus described as having a ‘malignant eye’ (The Natal Mercury, 23 November 1928).

Photograph: The Natal Mercury, courtesy of the Amathole Museum, King William’s Town.
bers of the local community, still markets itself as the ‘Home of Huberta’, and the gift shop is called ‘Huberta’s Hoekie’ (Huberta’s Corner).

Alongside the process of museumising Huberta was the publication of a veritable plethora of books on his/her travels. Between 1931 and 2001, eight books were written specifically about Huberta. Another book on *The World of Big Game*, devoted almost half of its seventy-one pages to ‘The Story of Huberta’, and for one of the books on Huberta a study-guide for learners was published in 1993. These books, most of them written for young children or teenagers, were lavishly illustrated, and resorted to wilds leaps of the imagination to fill in gaps and construct a coherent and interesting narrative, with the hippo cast as the central character.

Finally, in the interests of promoting regional tourism, Huberta has, in recent years, metaphorically been returned home to Kwazulu-Natal. She has become the icon of tourism to Richards Bay. Lodges are named in her honour, and the local tourism association has formed a committee ‘to research Huberta’s historic journey, which started from the Mhlathuze lagoon in Richards Bay, and to come up with the appropriate ways of honouring “South Africa’s favourite hippo.”’ Huberta has reversed her journey and, although she is still on display at the museum in King William’s Town, in effect her home is in the wild life sanctuaries of Kwazulu-Natal, sustaining an image economy of eco-tourism.

My primary concern in this article is with the images of Huberta that were generated immediately after her death on the banks of the Keiskama. I am interested in the different ways that understandings of South African society and its history are rendered through the representations of this hippopotamus in a display in a museum and through textual biographies of its life. It might seem rather unusual to focus on stories and the displays of a hippopotamus to try and realize such insights. The motivation for this investigation lies in the power of natural history, particularly in museums, to appear as a ‘model of neutral transmission’. A substantial body of writing over the past two decades, about the collection, classification and display of humans in natural history museums, has exposed the fallacy of this supposed neutrality. Very broadly these writings have shown how natural history collections are ‘historically, geographically and socially constituted’. Their very naturalness is ‘culturally constructed and sustained’, in the pro-
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cess reproducing and legitimizing certain ideas about society. More specifically, the collections and displays of indigenous peoples in natural history museums in South Africa, it has been argued, were based upon racialized notions of society that often had their origins in colonial encounters and the pursuit of research in the field of physical anthropology. Yet, in these writings, very little attention is paid to what is often the central feature of natural history museums, the collections and displays of animals and plants. Clifford’s point that collections have a tendency to ‘suppress their own historical, economic and political processes of production’ is no more evident than in natural history museums where animal and plant displays are regarded as specimens, given ‘common’ and/or ‘scientific’ names, and situated in exhibits that claim to reproduce the natural surrounds and/or an associated field of research and/or environmental awareness. How the plants and animals were acquired and the cultural meanings that are associated with them finds little place both in natural history museums and/or writings about them.

The exception here may of course be dinosaurs where the process of the find is sometimes elaborately presented in museum displays. Yet even in this case the exhibition nearly always reproduces the scientist as a discoverer of an historical reality, with little recognition of the ‘cultural and social forces’ that drive scientific work. Mitchell, argues, for instance, that the cultural and scientific status of dinosaurs are ‘deeply entwined’ with each other. From his study of these intersections, he maintains that the dinosaur needs to be understood as a ‘powerful cultural symbol’. He attempts to show the mediation of dinosaurs through ‘icons, images, symbols, narratives, visual representations and displays, and the words that accompany them.’ Importantly, while he argues for a central social and cultural purpose of the dinosaur as a totem of modernity, he demonstrates that its modes of representation and symbolism underwent significant shifts from the late eighteenth century to 1990s. From being sturdy mammoth like frames that were displayed in international exhibitions, symbolizing the power of nation states, they have turned into electronically generated images whose home is the internationalized postmodern world of the shopping mall and theme park.

Although the same elaborate claims cannot, by any stretch of the imagination, be made for Huberta, Mitchell’s methodology – an undertaking that he
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refers to as constructing ‘the history of an image as the evolution of a visual species’ — provides a way to investigate the cultural history of the most extensively represented single named animal in South Africa. From his ‘birth’ at New Guelderland in 1928 to her display in a museum and appearance as a marketing tool to promote tourism, Hubert/a has, in different ways, been romanticized as a ‘national pet’. S/he has been given a human name, accorded the status of a domestic animal and adopted as a member of a human household. From 1931 onwards it was the status of domesticity and his/her ‘national’ habitat that shifted in the narratives and visual representations of Hubert/a. The early years of her life after death though set in place many of the key features that she was to maintain for many years thereafter. As his body moved from the banks of the Keiskama, into the galleries of Kaffrarian Museum and onto the pages of adventure stories, he changed his gender and she became an icon for the setting up of national game and ‘native’ reserves in an era of advancing racial segregation in South Africa.

The ‘people who both rescue and kill’

When Hubert’s body was discovered on the banks of the Keiskama on 23 April 1931 the story of his life had been rather sketchy and incoherent. There were a series of random sightings – many of which were highly exaggerated – and, apart from the photographs taken by The Natal Mercury’s photographer at New Guelderland, there were no other photos of him alive. No one knew where the hippopotamus had come from, what its gender was and why s/he was wandering. But this did not mean that s/he had not been extensively biographised. From the days of his ‘birth’ at New Guelderland, newspapers, in South Africa and abroad, had followed his travels as he made his way down the coast of southeastern Africa. As he evaded capture and regularly disappeared from public purview, he was anthropomorphized as ‘witty, amusing, bored, exciting, depressed and clever’. One might also add to this list ‘playful’ and ‘shy’. Although he supposedly ate crops and attacked people, he was never characterised as a real ‘menace’ nor as very ‘dangerous’. Key moments in the tales were his apparent appearance in Durban’s main thoroughfare, West Street, on April Fool’s Day.
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1929, at Port St Johns’ town square in January 1930, the unsuccessful attempts by the Bloemfontein zoo to thwart his ‘wanderlust’ while he was based near East London in early April 1931, and then the ‘tragic end’ of his ‘pilgrimage’.17

Two days after the discovery of the hippo’s body an anonymously authored column was published in The Cape Mercury, the local newspaper of King William’s Town. It claimed that that Huberta was the spirit of the Xhosa king Hintsa. What invited this comparison was Hintsa’s betrayal by the British one hundred years before:

As you know and have read, he [Hintsa], in the innocence of his heart, delivered himself into the hands of the Government and left his son, Kreli, with them while he in person guided the soldiers to the place where the cattle he had taken in war had been kept. On the road the horses began to race. Mlungu [white man] I ask you, who have the blood of riders in your veins, what happens in such a case. The Chief led while the rest followed, but the cry was raised that he was escaping. His horse was shot and he sought sanctuary in the forests of his ancestors. Armed only with an assegai, he stood alone at bay and was killed by the lightning of the white man’s weapons, with no evil intention in his own mind.

Mlungu, consider the plight of those who put themselves under the protection of the Government and whose trust is to be found in the broken reed. We only seek justice. At whose hands will we find it when the writ of the King no longer runs. At those of Omasiza Mbulala? (the people who both kill and rescue).18

Speaking through a ventriloquised ‘native’ voice, to a largely white readership in the King William’s Town area, the writer of the column had aligned the two killings, condemning the use of arbitrary violence, especially when they (the settler population) should be those offering and guaranteeing protection to those who require it (Hintsa and Huberta). This column, which squarely lays the blame on the British for the killing of Hintsa, appears in direct contrast to white settler historiography at the time, where the Xhosa king appears as a treacherous and devious character, who was killed by the British soldiers in an act of self-defense.19 Yet this was the period of debates over implementing systems of reserves and retrabilization (the Native Authorities Act of 1927), and later trusteeship, under the auspices of the increased power of the Native Affairs Department, with its regional headquarters in King William’s Town.20 Such a column can then be read as supporting forms of control, not through brute force, but through the
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protection of tribal reserves for ‘natives’ and game reserves for animals.

But, somewhat ironically, it was a different set of ‘people who both kill and rescue’ who created a visual biographical narrative of the wandering hippopotamus. These biographers, however, were not those who either had killed Huberta or, more generally, those supposedly who were in favour of displays of aggression and domination. Instead they were those who purportedly rescued her for posterity, the director and his assistant at the Kaffrarian Museum, Guy Shortridge and Nicholas Arends, and the authors of the first two full-length Huberta biographies, Hedley Chilvers and G.W.R. Le Mare. Through arranging for her body to be reconstructed and by compiling textual narratives, using the newspaper stories and the limited photo archive, the route of Huberta’s life was literally mapped along the south-east African coast from Lake St.Lucia in Kwazulu-Natal (as her presumed place of birth) to her death on the Keiskama.

It was from the bodily remains that the visual image of Huberta in the museum was created. This was no easy task. The first problem was whom the body belonged to. Those who shot the hippopotamus apparently had no desire to claim the body, although there were some insinuations made later, when a group of farmers were put on trial, that they wanted the skin to make whips. The hides of hippo were greatly sought after specifically for this purpose by South African farmers, who had used them since the seventeenth century as sjamboks. Together with a demand for hippo meat and trophies from hunting expeditions, this had led to hippopotami being exterminated in the Cape by the 1870s. But, in this instance, some sixty odd years later, there does not seem to have been a demand for the skin or the meat. The farmers had hauled the dead body from the river, where it had risen ‘owing to the development of gases in its bowels’ after probably spending eight to ten hours on the river bed.

The Durban Museum and the National Museum in Bloemfontein staked their claims. The former asserted that Huberta came from the region and had made her public appearances in or near the city. Bloemfontein’s claim was based upon their attempts to capture Huberta for the zoo when she was alive. But, it was King William’s Town, which up until Hubert/a’s death, had not played any role in the saga of her/his travels, which seized the body. A pamphlet produced by the Amathole Museum recounts how the museum ‘took possession’ of Huberta:

> The day after hearing the news of the shooting at the Keiskama River, he (Shortridge) and his assistant, Nicholas Arends took a taxi to the scene. They persuaded a number of local farmers to help in the

Figure 2: The fallen Huberta: a carcass with an undecided future

There are many photographs of the carcass of Huberta on the banks of the Keiskamma river. These prints and negatives are located in the collections of the Amathole Museum. Some of the photographs are from police records. They were taken by Mr Hartwell and may have been used when investigating the death of Huberta, although they are not mentioned in the report of the court proceedings. Other photographs were taken by Leslie Shone, an official at Standard Bank, and D.W.van Heerden. It is unclear who the photographer is in this photograph, although is does appear very similar to another photograph that was taken by D.W. van Heerden. It shows a group of people standing around the body, looking somewhat bewildered, hands on their hips (as if they had just completed a task), and awaiting further instructions. It may have been taken soon after Huberta was hauled from the river. This is not a typical hunting trophy shot. It is the carcass and not the people who are facing the camera and there appears to be some hesitancy about what to do next. The people in the photograph are not named. In only one of this set of photographs are people specifically identified. This was done in 1976 by J.J. Naude, whose father-in-law was M.J. Marx, one of the people involved in the shooting of Huberta. In one photograph he identified, standing behind Huberta, Johannes Marx, Alfred Marx, M.J. Marx and probably J.C. Hattingh (Amathole Museum, Huberta Files).

Photograph: Courtesy of the Amathole Museum, King William’s Town.
skinning of the rapidly deteriorating carcass, and finished the task by 11 pm on the 24th April. The next day the hide and skull were taken to King William’s Town by bus. While Nicholas Arends laboured at cleaning the remains, curious onlookers trampled the museum’s garden and surrounding fence. Sympathy cards and donations for Huberta’s mounting poured in.\(^{25}\)

Given the time and effort expended by the museum’s staff, the mayor of King William’s Town, J.W. Bryson, claimed that ‘it was cool cheek on anyone’s part to try to obtain possession of what was King William’s Town’s legitimate right.’\(^{26}\)

The second problem concerned the changing shape and form of the body after death. A modern manual on methods of collecting and displaying animals suggests that, in order to try and record and preserve the features of the body that the ‘animal be skinned as soon as possible.’\(^{27}\) This was not possible in the case of Huberta. Shortridge wrote that he had a ‘difficult and unpleasant time fixing up the remains as the animal had been dead for about three days and had been lying in the sun.’\(^{28}\) Arends relates in his published memoirs how he removed the flesh, shaved and curried the hide, and boiled, bleached and cleaned the skull. Given the size of the hippopotamus he would have probably removed the skin in sections, removed the blood and faeces, and then carefully applied salt to it, ensuring that it covered ‘all folds and creases in the skin’. The ‘late lamentable Huberta’ was ready to be mounted by the taxidermists.\(^{29}\)

Taxidermy had flourished in the latter part of the nineteenth century as imperial hunters of big game sought to re-create lifelike images of the animals they had killed.\(^{30}\) The names of prominent hunters – Lord Kitchener, Frederick Courteney Selous, Oswald Pirow, DF Malan, JBM Hertzog, Sir Harry Johnstone – who made use of their services, were, in turn, used to market the capabilities of their taxidermy operations. These trophies were emblems of force, showing domination over animals and control of imperial possessions through conquest. The quantity of trophies – Selous had over 500, which included 19 lions and 10 rhinoceroses – their quality, by being well preserved, and the pose embodied in the trophies were all symbols of the hunter’s ability and claims to heroic status. The taxidermist was required to show the animal in a way that indicated it was ‘dangerous and powerful’. By implication it was the danger of nature on the frontiers of empire that the hunter had confronted and overcome.\(^{31}\)

In the case of Huberta, there was an offer from the taxidermist at the Transvaal Museum ‘for the scientific treatment and mounting of the
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Hippopotamus (Hubert)\textsuperscript{32} at a cheap rate of £85. The Kaffrarian Museum, however, opted to send the skin and skull of Huberta to Edward Gerrard and Sons in London, a company they had used extensively in the preceding years.\textsuperscript{33} Gerrard and Sons had won medals for their work at the Paris Exhibition in 1900 and the St. Louis Exhibition in 1904, had amongst their major clients Lord Baden-Powell, Lord Rothschild and the Maharajah of Gwalior, and had mounted specimens for

\textbf{Figure 3:} Huberta R.I.P: Nicholas Arends with the skin of Huberta outside the Kaffrarian Museum.

‘While I worked on the late lamentable Huberta, thousands of people streamed into the museum yard, trampling down the fence and the beautiful, terraced museum garden on which so much time was lavished. They came from all parts of the country, and a magnificent floral wreath was sent from Pietermaritzburg in memory of Huberta. It took the best part of a month for the skin to dry in the shade, and the moment it was ready and dry enough to be folded, it was dispatched to world-renowned taxidermists in London to be mounted.’ (Nicholas P. Arends and L.M.D. Stopforth, \textit{Trapping Safaris} (Cape Town: Nasou, 1967), 56.).

Photograph: Courtesy of the Amathole Museum, King William’s Town.

\textsuperscript{32} A.A. Adendorff to Director, Kaffrarian Museum, 27 April 1931. Huberta File, Amathole Museum.

\textsuperscript{33} B.M. Randles, \textit{A History of the Kaffrarian Museum} (King William’s Town: Kaffrarian Museum, 1984), 22.
museums in Britain, the USA ‘and all the colonies’. They assured clients that collections would be ‘carefully packed, stored or moved’. Shortridge was, however, critical of some of their work that he had recently seen and wanted them to take care with Huberta. In response to Shortridge’s criticisms they cited the vagaries of clients who made their work difficult. Sometimes the clients wanted quality but were not prepared to pay for it. At other times they wanted their mounted animals to have a ‘well rounded and full body’, after they had used the skins for a year as a rug.34

In creating visual representations of animals for museums, the work of the taxidermist is presented as trying to reproduce, as faithfully as possible, the dead body as an image of the scientific ‘facts’ of animal life ‘for habitat display’.35 By making the animal body appear as live, taxidermists work in much the same paradigm as positivist historians, pretending ‘to reinvigorate the dead skin of the past so that it [can] represent, even make a monument of, ephemeral reality’.36 So, when Huberta’s skin and skull went to London one reporter maintained that she had gone to tell her story, in the form of a ‘personal interview’, to the taxidermists, so that she could be reconstructed as a visual life history contained in the body.37

There were two key processes in reconstructing Huberta’s history as a body: removing traces of death and then making the body appear as the life of the animal. The taxidermist had to ensure that the bullet holes were not in any way visible. By skilfully hiding the wound Huberta appeared as ‘unblemished’, as if she had not received any head injuries.38 Secondly, poses, expressions, movements and shapes of an imagined live animal had to be moulded using the animal’s skin. Recorded measurements at time of death, photographs and existing knowledge of the body acted as the guiding tools. What taxidermists at the time generally did was to fit the skin on a frame constructed to broadly resemble the animal. Wooden wool was sewn into the frame to create a muscular structure. The skin would then be tried onto the body to make sure of the fit. Here it was important to ensure the skin had dried out completely. If it shrunk further cracks would appear along the seams at a later stage. Before the skin was finally attached a coat of pliable clay would be affixed to the frame. When the skin was attached, the clay could be moulded to effectively modify the appearance.39

In the case of Huberta, apart from the skin and skull, there was little to work on. Although she had been written about regularly, there were only two indistinct photographs when she was alive. In fact the most extensive series of photographs of Huberta are as a corpse on the banks of the Keiskama. These were

34. Edward Gerrard and Sons to Captain G.C Shortridge, Director, Kaffrarian Museum, 10 August 1931; photocopy of information from personal scrapbook of Ros Hussey, daughter of Edward Gerrard, sent to Kaffrarian Museum, 10 November 1990. Huberta File, Amathole Museum.
35. Hangay and Dingley, Biological Museum Methods, ix.
38. Cape Mercury, 13 and 15 January 1932; The Star, 22 March 1932.
39. Hangay and Dingley, Biological Museum Methods, 5. Although the methods and materials used in taxidermy have altered substantially over the years, the same process of sculpting the body remains a key part in the process where ‘considerable artistry comes into play’. S.T. Asma, Stuffed Animals and Pickled Heads: The Culture and Evolution of Natural History Museums (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 30.
certainly not suitable for modeling a specimen for exhibition. So, in the work-
rooms of Edward Gerrard and Sons in London, at a cost of £159, a hippopotamus
was sculpted to give the illusion of the real Huberta that had been anthropomor-
phized in the press over the past three years. Returned to South Africa in January
1932, with all signs of her death carefully removed, Huberta had a suitably ‘life
like appearance’ as the ‘famous animal hiker’, whose ‘unconquerable spirit …
glows through the stuffing of the taxidermist.’

Figure 4: Huberta returns to South Africa

After being mounted, Huberta was packed and returned to South Africa aboard the
S.S. City of Hong Kong. The photograph, showing the opened crate upon arrival,
presents a genial object of wonder, testified to by the three children positioned in
front who do not face the camera directly, but who are looking at the hippopotamus.
Almost obscured on the right of the picture is a man who is not looking at the hip-
popotamus. His presence in the photograph seems almost accidental and indeed
is erased from the image as it appears on the pamphlet produced by the Amathole
Museum on Huberta. He may have assisted in carrying the crate, but that process
is not the one the photograph draws our attention to. It is the body, framed by the
children on either side, who are the focal points. We look at the hippopotamus
together with the children.

Photograph: Courtesy of the Amathole Museum

40. Cape Mercury, 15 January 1932; The Star, 22 March 1932; Cape Mercury, 23 January 1932; Daily Dispatch, 20 February
1932.
The sculpted body (one book indeed refers to it as a life-sized statue) was displayed to thousands of visitors in Durban, East London and Johannesburg before being ‘suitably enshrined at the entrance of the … Natural History building’ of the Kaffrarian Museum. Her pose, in profile in a transparent glass case, was not one that accorded with an image of an animal that had been killed in a hunt. There were no signs of danger visible here. Huberta was a genial creature, with a closed mouth and no visible appearance of movement. She appeared as symmetrical, with her front and back legs firmly on the ground, parallel to each other. For an animal that had become known for its travels and wanderings, this was an image that lacked mobility. Taxidermy did not have what Asma has called the ‘time-management technologies’ of photographs and moving pictures. Thus the animal on display was not only ‘cubicle bound’, but ‘also alienated from the distinguishing property of life itself … motion.’ But Huberta was unlike other animal exhibitions in natural history museums at the time. While “hippo-de-move-on” was no more, she was not merely a specimen in a glass case representing a taxonomic classification. Her stories had already provided a substantial basis for visitors to fantasize about her life and presume her thoughts. The wonder came from being able to see the animal that had been so extensively written and talked about, and that so few had actually seen when alive. The body made the stories of Huberta believable. It mattered very little that not much of a context of her life or environment was explicitly provided through the exhibition. The crowds flocked to visit her.

Yet there was the context of the Kaffrarian Museum and its extensive collection and displays of mammals as specimens. With the development of the category of natural history in the nineteenth century, the classification of animals had ‘meant collection, and collection meant killing.’ Landau points out that, at the beginning of the twentieth century, imperial hunts for game on a grand scale had been drastically reduced as animal populations were decimated. Although the activity of hunting remained firmly in place, it was increasingly framed in a discourse of serving the interests of museums, classification and science. This was no more apparent than in an exhibition in 1932 in the British Museum of Natural History entitled ‘Game Animals of Empire’. Classified according to the colonies and dominions where they were collected, the animals on exhibition were presented as being ‘threatened with extermination’ because of agriculture and ‘commercial exploitation’ rather than hunting. Given the donation of the F.C. Selous Collection to the British Museum by his widow, in 1919, it is highly likely that a substantial part of this exhibition did derive from the voracious big game hunts.
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45. Franklin, Animals and Modern Culture, 69, has argued that all animals on display are ‘read socially’. This is counter to the argument of B. Muilan and G. Marvin, in Zoo Culture (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1987), cited in Franklin, Animals, 69, that in museum displays, animals appear as classified, fixed, objects, making it difficult for visitors to ‘imagine mental states for them’. As is evident, this article leans very heavily towards Franklin’s argument.
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The Kaffrarian Museum’s first full-time curator, Frank Pym, had initially built up its mammal collection. He had undertaken hunting expeditions both locally, on farms in the area, as well as more widely, in East Africa. According to the official history of the museum, one of its ‘proudest possessions’ is a large buffalo, shot in 1906, on a hunt organized by Pym on the farm ‘Elephant Park’, near Bathurst in the eastern Cape. Given the name Wolsak, the buffalo still stands today, adjacent to Huberta, in the Natural History Building of the museum. Cordonned off by a set of ropes, visitors are requested, by a notice, not to touch Wolsak. At Wolsak’s feet there is a photograph entitled ‘Wolsak and the Hunting Party’. The photo shows a group of hunters (six men) gathered around the body of Wolsak. One is informed in the caption that the photo was taken by Frank Pym. Identified on the back row are Mr. Job Timm, with his sons Fred, Maynard and Stuart. On the right are Mr. William Pike (Standing) and Mr. Rio Timm. The two figures at the front of the photograph are holding their rifles at an angle almost forming a monumental arch over the animal’s body, while resting on Wolsak’s horns is another rifle. The others hold guns vertically at their side. The photograph, at Wolsak’s feet, is displayed as a sense of fulfillment and achievement, of managing the kill and obtaining a ‘fine’, ‘massive’, ‘specimen’ of a buffalo for the museum.48

Shortridge and Arends, who had rescued Huberta by ‘salvaging the hide’49 - which formed the basis of the sculpture in the Kaffrarian museum - continued the practice of collecting mammals that Pym had begun, but on a much more elaborate scale. Almost on an annual basis from the early 1920s, they went on expeditions to collect/hunt for mammals. The British and American Museums of Natural History, who were, at the time, merchants of exotica, funded many of these collecting/hunting trips to Namibia, Malawi and Zambia. Shortridge provided these museums with specimens of ‘animals of Empire’ to display to visitors as imaginary inhabitants of ‘faraway Africa’.50 It is Shortridge’s ‘great reputation amongst mammologists as a collector’ that dominates in the short biographical sketches of him. Largely in the form of obituaries, these biographies relate his birth in Honiton, Devonshire in 1880, his arrival in South Africa during the South African War of 1899-1902 and then move quickly onto his collecting activities. They tell how, at the beginning of the twentieth century, he had collected bird and mammal specimens for the South African Museum in Pondoland, for the British Museum in Australia, New Guinea, Java, Borneo and Northern Rhodesia, for the Bombay Natural History Society in Burma and South India, and live animals for the London Zoo in Guatemala.51 Many more collecting expeditions followed his appointment as Director of the Kaffrarian Museum in 1922. During his tenure as director Shortridge went on thirteen collecting expeditions, collecting

50. Asma, Stuffed Animals, 44.
some 25,000 to 30,000 species.\(^{52}\) Many of these expeditions were to present day Namibia, where the colonial administration gave free game and shooting permits, information about the distribution of animals and made nearly all the transport arrangements. Their assistance was so invaluable that Shortridge recommended to the British Museum of Natural History that new species be named after several of these individuals. These expeditions were the highlight of Shortridge’s life and in his correspondence with the British Museum of Natural History he expressed the feeling of ‘gloom’ when an expedition came to an end. ‘I came back from my trips feeling about 25 years old.’\(^{53}\)

Almost totally written out of Shortridge’s biographies are any sense of a life beyond collecting birds and mammals. The major reason for this is that in spite of an enthusiasm for collecting, Shortridge deliberately appears not to have wanted to archive his own life. In 1977, when the museum’s historian, Brian Randles, began researching Shortridge’s life he discovered very little. A letter to Randles from Enid Shortridge, Guy’s younger sister, explains this lack of information:

> He … took all the letters mother had kept over some 20 years, - at one time he probably meant to write some memoirs, but he wasn’t all that keen on personal stuff and probably tore them up. He loathed any sort of family ‘reminiscences’ and would fly into a temper if mother ever told family stories!\(^{54}\)

According to Enid, her brother also did not like to be photographed and he ‘used to tear up any [photograph] he found lying about.’ More particularly she asserts that Guy did not want himself portrayed in the image of the big game hunter.

> He was certainly not the comic paper prototype of the so-called ‘sportsman’ who shot some fine animal and then got himself photographed with one foot on its head and a wide smirk under a solar topee! (Thank goodness.)\(^{55}\)

This story of a reluctance for the trophy hunt is placed alongside an anecdote of Guy, aged three, bursting into tears when he saw a picture of Christian martyrs being fed to the lions in Rome. Apparently Guy’s concern though was not for the martyrs, but for the lions. ‘That poor lion hasn’t got a Christian,’ he ‘bel- lowed indignantly.’\(^{56}\) Field Marshall Allenby, under whom Guy Shortridge served in Palestine during the First World War, was also concerned to place Shortridge’s

---

55. Enid Shortridge to Brian Randles, 5 October 1977.
56. Enid Shortridge to Brian Randles, 5 October 1977.
monumental two volume work, that identified the features and location of mammals in Namibia, as being of use to the ‘real sportsman’ who was a ‘student of Nature’. Allenby commends such ‘students’ for deriving more pleasure from studying animals that are alive and shooting with the ‘camera instead of the rifle.’ 57 Shortridge’s biography, almost totally stripped of any personal information, thus reads like the story of a Christian saviour whose life task was to rescue animals for science and nature.

The irony was that the work of collection in the natural history museums in the first half of the twentieth century was primarily through hunting animals by trapping and shooting, and then sending the specimens on to taxidermists (who worked for some of the world’s major game hunters) for mounting. This is no more apparent than in another set of biographies of Shortridge, written by his assistant, Nicholas Arends. These are contained in an obituary that appeared in The Mercury of King William’s Town on 1 February 1949, a book on the activities of trapping animals for museums, published in 1967, and Arends’ unpublished autobiography, ‘Retrospect’, written in 1973. In all these instances the biography of Shortridge is refracted through the autobiography of Arends and the latter’s work for the museum. Unlike Shortridge, Arends was very concerned to archive and narrate his life, making claims to be ‘one of the most versatile personalities: Naturalist, taxidermist, collector, educationist, philanthropist, war worker, cultural and economic personality and politician.’ 58

Arends’ autobiographical renditions are filled with proclamations of his ‘achievements’ in the separatist realm of ‘coloured politics’ – he writes in ‘Retrospect’ that one of the most serious matters that concerned him ‘was that Coloured children were registered at the Magistrate’s offices registry office as Native –’ 59 and of his work for Shortridge.

He had arrived in King William’s Town in 1922 and found employment as Shortridge’s gardener and cook. As he started accompanying Shortridge on his collecting expeditions, he was inducted into the world of the museum, becoming a highly skilled trapper and skinner of animals. He tells of the preparations for expeditions – gathering together the essential collecting tools: mealies for trapping small animals, arms and ammunition to hunt larger ones, and knives for skinning. The technical aspects of collecting and the close friendship, he maintains, developed between himself and Shortridge, with the latter becoming a father figure in his life. ‘In between trips’, writes Arends, ‘I lived at his home. We had breakfast together, had lengthy discussions by the light of the flickering camp

58. This quotation comes from the original ‘Foreword’ to ‘Retrospect’ that Arends wrote on behalf of the heart surgeon, Christian Barnard. Barnard, however, did not feel it was appropriate for him to give his name to such a ‘Foreword’ and he shortened and amended it considerably. The unpublished manuscript of ‘Retrospect’, together with the correspondence between Barnard and Arends, is located in the history collection of the Amathole Museum.
59. N. Arends, ‘Retrospect’, unpublished manuscript (1973), 25. In the 1959 Arends took a seat in the Union Council for Coloured Affairs and becoming national secretary of the Republican Coloured People’s Party. The Union Council for Coloured Affairs (UCCA) was part of the package that was contained in the Separate Representation of Voters Act of 1956 that removed people who were racially classified as ‘coloured’ from the common voters roll. The UCCA was to ‘advise the government on matters of concern specifically to Coloureds, in liaison with a Minister of Coloured Affairs and a Coloured Affairs Department.’ The Unity Movement referred to the UCCA as a ‘pus-blown sore on the body politics of the oppressed.’ See Gavin Lewis, Between the Wire and the Wall: A History of South African ‘Coloured’ Politics (Cape Town: David Philip, 1987), 269-70.
fire, and took long walks in the veld during the day-time. His wisdom, experience, and sympathetic understanding gave direction to my life and work.’ The discussions which they had, according to Arends, were sometimes very serious, ‘about future expeditions, the various facets of mammal collecting, birds, botanical specimens, mineral deposits, stone implements, ethnographical specimens, reptiles, marine biology.’ Then there were lighter moments, ‘when we could laugh together like two school boys.’\(^{60}\) The 1949 obituary of Shortridge, written by Arends, highlights the ‘safaris’ they went on together and the joy and pride in the capture of animals:

The happiest moments in his life were at early morning, before morning coffee, when I spread out the night’s bag of catches and when we returned from the early morning (dawn) hunt – which was always the most fruitful – it was quite a common thing to spread out 25 to 30 specimens daily to be measured, skinned, preserved, stuffed and carefully pinned out.\(^{61}\)

Several ‘notable captures’ that Shortridge made are pointed to in the obituary: ‘when he got a black rhino in South-West Africa, the magnificent giraffe in the Kaokoveld, the hippo in the swamps of the Okavango …; …we trapped a lioness in the jungles of the Okavango; … we bagged the recent black rhino and her calf in Nyasaland.’ Included on this list of ‘notables captures’ (and which does not appear either in the Shortridge obituaries in the *South African Museums Association Bulletin* and in *Nature* or in the entry in the *Dictionary of South African Biography*) was when ‘we skinned Huberta on the banks of the Keiskama River.’\(^{62}\)

Huberta was not the first hippopotamus to take its place amongst the collections of the Kaffrarian museum. Capturing hippopotami was one of the major objectives set by Shortridge for the 1929 expedition to the Okavango and Western Caprivi. First a hippopotamus was shot for the British Museum and then another for the Kaffrarian Museum. Nicholas Arends describes the killing of the second hippopotamus at length in his book *Trapping Safaris*:

… before I even had time to take aim, the hideous and rather fierce creature emerged from the reeds no more than five yards away from me … As I was standing in a ten-foot deep donga, formed by the passage of countless hippos through many centuries perhaps, there was nowhere to escape to except forward – in the direction from which the hippo was charging. I raised my rifle blindly and fired, praying as I did so. The bullet went home and the hippo dropped dead no more than three feet away from me, rolling over on its side in the mud and slush.
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\(^{60}\) Arends and Stopforth, *Trapping*, 1.


\(^{62}\) Arends, ‘The Late Guy Chester Shortridge’.
Arends then goes on to describe how he ‘began to take measurements, standing waist-deep in the slush; the length of the body, the circumference of the neck, the shoulders and the abdomen, the height at the shoulder.’ He then began to skin the hippo. ‘I felt like a doctor performing an abdominal operation on a kitchen table with a patient lying on his stomach.’ The skin was then taken back to camp. In addition they ‘took some meat and eight gallons of pure white dripping.’ In the evening they feasted on the hippo meat. ‘I had my first taste of hippo’s saddle and steak, and very appetizing it was too.’

Eating of hippo flesh had been a common occurrence in game hunts at the beginning of the twentieth century. A book on the Game Animals of Africa, published in 1908, cites the game hunter, F.C. Selous commenting that the meat of young hippo was ‘exceedingly good, better in my opinion than any antelope.’ A Natural History of South Africa, published in 1920, also asserted ‘the flesh of the Hippo is excellent, as all writers who have partaken of it testify.’ And Shortridge himself commented, in his two volume Mammals of South-West Africa, that hippo meat, ‘particularly that of half-grown animals, is excellent, and resembles prime veal both in flavour and colour.’

The contrast between Arends’ story of killing the hippo in the Okavango and the stories of Huberta is marked. In the story of the Okavango expedition the hippopotamus appears as a dangerous animal. Although given the same skinning as Huberta, this (unnamed) hippopotamus is not regarded as a creature to be mourned. But Huberta would not have been possible, especially in the Kaffrarian Museum, without the technologies, knowledge and relationships with an internationalized world of hunting and collecting. From their experience on mammal hunting/collecting expeditions over the previous decade, the museum staff was skilled in skinning and cleaning the animal body, transporting it to the museum and then dispatching it to the taxidermists in London who worked for big game hunters, museums and international exhibitions. At the very basis of their claim for Huberta’s body were the assertions that the Kaffrarian Museum was a major centre of mammal collecting in South Africa, that Guy Chester Shortridge, was someone who had ‘expert knowledge’ in this field, and that he had used this knowledge by taking the swift action that had ensured that the skin of Huberta was saved. Such work of meticulously acquiring, skinning and storing the animal body was, according to Arends, that of the ‘true naturalist’. Arends found ‘immense satisfaction in seeing specimens trapped by him on display’ and he recalled that Shortridge had always told him that ‘we were collecting for posterity.’

It would also have been very difficult for Huberta to go on display at the Kaffrarian Museum if the activities of the museum hunters had in any way been aligned with the killers of Huberta. The latter were being characterized in the
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press as ‘vandals’, ‘savage men’ with a ‘lust to kill’, ‘cowardly’ and ‘low miscreants’. Almost inevitably, one of the first reactions was that black people had carried out the killing. A letter writer suggested that there be a reward offered and that knowledge about this ‘be circulated among the natives.’ In addition, the suggestion was made that a ‘native detective’ be assigned to the case so that the means of transport of the killers and the place where they camped could be ascertained. But this angle of investigation did not last long. The precision weapons used and the location of the killing, on land owned by white farmers, counted against such a theory. It also did not fit into the ventriloquised voices of ‘native’ narratives, referred to earlier and that were to become such a key component of Huberta biographies. In these purported ‘native’ narratives, Huberta was the ‘reincarnated spirit of one of their departed chiefs,’ whom ‘the White man ha[d] slain’.

On 21 May 1931 a group of four farmers walked into the King William’s magistrate’s office and confessed that they had shot and killed a hippopotamus on the farm De Hoop, in the Peddie district. The trial of the farmers, on charges of illegally hunting a hippopotamus that had been declared royal game, took place before a packed court room in King William’s Town, on 27 May 1931. It was a spectacle, with the Kaffrarian Museum ensuring that Huberta watched over the proceedings. A court reporter for East London’s Daily Dispatch described how a small display was exhibited on the table of the public prosecutor. On one side was Huberta’s skull, which Shortridge and Arends had rescued from the farm. It lay ‘plain and inert … stripped of flesh, showing gaping holes above the eyes and at the side of the jaw, where bullets had crashed in.’ Alongside the skull were the weapons that the accused had used: ‘four rifles that were packed against the … table.’ When Shortridge gave evidence, he identified the skull as the same one belonging to the body of the hippopotamus he had seen at the farm De Hoop on 23 April 1931 and pointed to two of the accused as being present at the time. The accused, speaking in Afrikaans, did not deny that they had shot the hippopotamus, but said that they had done so out of ignorance. The owner of the farm, Nicholas Marx, said that ‘he had never been to school and could neither read nor write, not even Afrikaans.’ He maintained that they were intent on shooting ‘an unknown animal on their land’ and cast himself in the same vein of the museum hunter/collectors: ‘My intention was to shoot the [unknown] animal and give the skin to the museum. I did not know I was doing harm.’

This comparison, that called attention to the practices of the museum, had to be countered by one that set up an alternative motive. The prosecution called ‘Jacob, an elderly native servant on Nicholas Marx’s farm’, who said that Marx
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had told him that they had shot an animal ‘from whose hide sjamboks are made.’ In this way the killing appeared to be for material gain and not in any way associated with the collecting interests of the museum. Although Marx claimed he had only made these remarks after he had seen the body, the magistrate found the stories of Nicholas Marx, his two sons, Petrus Johannes and Nicholas jnr, and his son-in-law, Johannes Christoffel Hattingh, unbelievable. ‘The evidence leads me to believe that that you knew the animal in the river was the wandering animal so much discussed,’ the magistrate said, with a court interpreter translating his judgment into Afrikaans. ‘My opinion is that the act was one of wanton destruction.’ Each of the accused was fined £25 or three months imprisonment. Those who shot Huberta became characterized as simultaneously ignorant and deliberately ‘wanton’ killers of a ‘harmless’ animal.71 The museum’s hunting/collection activities, on the other hand, were dissociated from those of the killers. Instead, the Kaffrarian Museum and its Director, appeared on the side of justice, thereby further legitimising their rights to appropriating Huberta’s body for collection and display.

Saving nature and ‘natives’

As Huberta was on her way to London, the first books on her travels were already in the process of production. By June 1931, *The Natal Mercury*, had published a 26 page booklet, written by G.W.R. Le Mare, which largely contained extracts from newspaper reports and the very few press photographs of Huberta. In this booklet, Huberta is presented as a comic-type of character and accompanying the photographs and the text are playful cartoon figures of a hippopotamus. At the end of the year the second Huberta book appeared on the shelves. *Huberta Goes South*, written by the *Rand Daily Mail* journalist, Hedley Chilvers, fills out the story considerably by drawing upon selected anecdotes from South African history. Instead of using photographs, the text is accompanied by a series of line illustrations of imaginary scenes in Huberta’s life and death, drawn by H.E. Winder. This book also contains a section by C.Selwyn Stokes, which presents some of southern Africa’s national parks, details a few of the animals that fall within their boundaries, gives a brief account of some of their habits and outlines some of the facilities that are offered to tourists.72

It is instructive to return to the initial report of the ‘birth’ of the hippopotamus in *The Natal Mercury* in November 1928 to begin a consideration of how she came to be imagined in these books. The story of the ‘unexpected visitor to the Stanger District’ appeared together, in the same columns and under the same headlines, as the ‘Nagana problem in Zululand’ and the policies of the government on ‘game preservation’. The piece on nagana dealt with how this disease, transmitted by tsetse fly, was affecting the ‘settler stock’. Farmers were claim-

72. I concentrate much more on the Chilvers book as it was much more widely distributed. It also became the basis of many of the Huberta biographies in the future.
The front cover of The Saga of Huberta appears to contradict much of the text and many of the illustrations contained in the booklet. Huberta appears as a vicious and fearsome beast, whereas in the booklet she is depicted, in the narrative and visually, as a comic, playful character. The bringing into play of a movie camera (which is not mentioned in any of the Huberta narratives) parallels the front cover of Hergé’s, Tintin au Congo, which was published in the same year. The Tintin story makes use of blackface imagery (as does The Saga of Huberta) and Tintin’s dog is referred to by people of the Congo as a being a local chief (see Nancy Rose Hunt, ‘Tintin and the Interruptions of Congolese Comics,’ in Paul S. Landau and Deborah Kaspin, eds., Images and Empires: Visuality in Colonial and Postcolonial Africa (Berkeley: UCLA Press, 2002), 90-123.)

Illustration from G.W.R. Le Mare, The Saga of Huberta (Durban: Robinson and Co and the Central News Agency, 1931), illustrated by EVO (?) and Sean Coughlan.
ing that wild game, that were being protected in the game parks which had been established in the area over the last thirty years, were the hosts of tsetse fly, which carried trypanosomiasis. In the area of the Umfolosi game reserves, ‘regarded as magnificent cattle country’, large numbers of cattle were being ravaged by nagana. Farmers were lobbying local and central government authorities for game reserves to be deproclaimed and to allow for the destruction of game animals. As in central Africa the farmers came up against strong resistance to these ideas. White points out that game reserves had initially been created at the end of the nineteenth century with the dual desire of maintaining contact with nature as a therapeutic measure for the modern world and as means to exercise power over nature. The latter was most apparent at the time, with reserves being established to replenish wild animal stock for colonial hunters by expelling and keeping out African hunters, who were cast as poachers. But by the 1930s a dramatic shift had taken place, in which the former desire was much more manifest. The game reserve was increasingly regarded as a ‘therapeutic wilderness … an antidote to the ills of modernization, a compensatory space where senses dulled by the experience of industrialization could be restored.’ Wild animals were no longer objects of the hunt but creatures to be romanticized. The response to the farming lobby, by the Minister of Lands, Piet Grobelaar, as reported in *The Natal Mercury* alongside the story of the traveling hippopotamus, expressed concern about the way that species were being exterminated. He was worried that if reserves were to be deproclaimed, as demanded by the farmers in Natal, the white rhino would be threatened. Instead he proposed a policy in which all game reserves would be placed under a national authority, with a board of trustees to control them. This would ensure that the country’s animals ‘could be better interpreted, understood and appreciated by the camera than by the rifle.’

In the midst of this debate over game reserves that the stories about the wandering hippopotamus began to appear, culminating in the publication of the two books on Huberta. Chilvers dedicated his book ‘To all true lovers of nature’ and Le Mare’s booklet was ‘published in the interests of Wild Life Protection.’ *Huberta Goes South* was explicitly linked, and placed alongside, a narrative of the emergence of national parks. At the same time as the natural history museum, with its hunting/collecting expeditions, was presented as saving animals for scientific study, the national park with roads, comfortable bungalows, grocery stores, and petrol depots (all offered along with ‘native service’ which was ‘provided free to hirers of guest houses’) was presented, by Selwyn-Stokes, as a ‘living museum to wild-life and nature.’ Tourists, with their cameras, were presented as embodying the characteristics of ‘ardent game-protectionists.’

The antitheses to the game protecting tourists are the different hunters who frame the story of Huberta’s journey, as told by Chilvers. The frontispiece

Figures 6 and 7: Huberta’s journey southwards is presented by Hedley Chilvers in relation to various types of hunting practices. Local, indigenous hunts (figure 7) are depicted as brutal, violent and extending over lengthy periods, often resulting in the animal’s death being prolonged. It is from the memories of such a hunt that Huberta goes on her travels, according to Chilvers. Practices employed by settler farmers and big game hunters (figure 6) are presented as much more modern and clinical and it is through these methods that Huberta’s travels reach their end. But here the hippopotamus has no chance of retaliation and appears to be howling. It is from scenes such as these that Chilvers wants to save future Hubertas.

Illustrations from Hedley A Chilvers, *Huberta Goes South* (Johannesburg: Central News Agency, 1931), illustrations by H.E. Winder

Figure 6: The last scene in the Keiskama River.

Illustration is of ‘The last scene in the Keiskama River’, where three men wearing broad rimmed hats, and safari-type suits, are shooting at a howling hippopotamus. The next illustration, opposite page 22, is of the boat of three African hunters, wearing only loin cloths, being toppled by a hippopotamus that they
had wounded. The African hunters provide, for Chilvers, the possible motive for Huberta’s movements. He describes a ‘native attack on a herd’ of hippopotamuses on the Zambezi as premeditated savagery, ending with a ‘feast on the … carcase’. According to Chilvers, it was the deeply embedded memory of a similar ‘massacre’ that fuelled Huberta’s desire to withdraw from the herd. Chilvers’ account ends with the killing on the Keiskama and the appearance of the farmers in court. Significantly, he does not accord blame on the farmers for killing Huberta, pointing out that they had acted out of ignorance and were no worse than big-game hunters, whom were ‘still tolerated if not admired.’ ‘Why esteem one act and condemn the other?’ he asks rhetorically.

Figure 7: “With the certainty of death before her, the wounded animal comes up and charges the boat.”

79. Chilvers, Huberta, 103-106.
The big-game hunter and his stupid pretensions are not needed, unless perhaps on rare occasions when called upon to deal with raiding lions and leopards. And while of course the farmer must be permitted to shoot buck or baboons which destroy fences and crops, and while also the wayfarer remote from civilization should be allowed to shoot ‘for the pot,’ yet there must be the sternest reproba-
tion of cowardly gunmen in fast well-provisioned cars who pursue and fire into herds on the veld. They are no better than that vandal, who, in the name of sport, once turned a machine-gun on to a herd of giraffe.\textsuperscript{80}

Through his story of the killing of Huberta, Chilvers presents himself as a moral campaigner, seeking to save South African wildlife and nature. This is done by turning Huberta’s death into an emblem of the need for National Parks that could not be easily deproclaimed and would serve tourists. These parks would not only keep out the African hunter labeled as ‘poacher’, but also the ‘licensed gunmen who write bad books about themselves adorned with portraits of authors sitting importantly on the heads of their victims.’\textsuperscript{81}

But Huberta is not only representative of nature. She also embodies the images conjured up by a ventriloquised ‘superstitious’ ‘native’ voice. In \textit{The Saga of Huberta} and \textit{Huberta Goes South}, she assumes the spirit of Shaka and becomes, alternatively, a reincarnated ‘rainmaker’, a ‘witchdoctress’ and a ‘ghost from the Beyond’.\textsuperscript{82} This is expressed most elaborately in the book by Chilvers: \textquote{‘Yebo!’ they cried, ‘Behold the spirit of Tshaka seeking his lost impis. Black he looks under the moon and his nostrils snort like thunder. Now are the great days of old come again!’}\textsuperscript{83} The authors attribute Huberta not being harmed to local inhabitants recognizing these spirits within her. One incident that Chilvers imagines for the reader is when Huberta is stoned by ‘natives’, who he says like ‘all primitive people’ have a ‘partiality for stoning’. They stop the stoning when ‘confronted by an old witch doctor.’\textsuperscript{84}

\begin{quote}
‘Cease, fools!’ he cried holding up both hands. ‘Cease lest a spell be cast upon ye!’
Here indeed was the Old at war with the New! The Old, the with-
ered embodiment of tribal superstition, with clawing fingers, bag of snake charms, bones and sharks’ teeth; the New, the native product of the city, hybrid in outlook and with little respect for the white or black man’s law.
Certain of them laughed.
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{80} Chilvers, \textit{Huberta}, 106-7.
\textsuperscript{81} Chilvers, \textit{Huberta}, 104.
\textsuperscript{82} Le Mare, \textit{The Saga}, 9, 20; Chilvers, \textit{Huberta}, 28-30, 73, 75-77, 83.
\textsuperscript{83} Chilvers, \textit{Huberta}, 29.
\textsuperscript{84} Chilvers, \textit{Huberta}, 58-9.
Raising his hand still higher the old man yelled:  
‘Death to all who stone him!’

The stoning ceased. The hushed assembly dispersed. The wizard walked away shaking his head. Huberta was left alone. Twenty minutes later three of the natives prominently concerned in the stoning were dead, killed by a fall of rock.185

The body of Huberta is turned into the spirit of ‘nativeness’, and those who supposedly articulate this belief are depicted as the bearers of both tradition and primitivism. The tradition is commended for asserting control over the ‘detrabalized’ youth, and the primitivism is condemned for its backward-looking practices.

There appears to be a contradiction here between evoking traditions as a means of control and an essentialising perspective of Africans as backward, savage and superstitious. One way of exploring this incongruity is to look at some of the other books that were written by Hedley Chilvers. He was a prolific writer, especially at the time he was authoring Huberta’s biography. In 1929 he published The Seven Wonders of Southern Africa, a history of southern Africa as a tourist guide. Out of the Crucible, published in the same year, is an account of the discovery and mining of the Witwatersrand goldfields. The following year he published an adventure book about treasure hunters in Africa, entitled The Seven Lost Trails of Africa. Two years after writing about Huberta, he was warning South Africa of an imminent take over by Japan, in The Yellow Man Looks On.86

There are several features of these books that are relevant for examining the way Chilvers images Huberta as a ‘native spirit’. Underlying all the books is the notion of settlers from Europe as the bearers of civilization and progress to Africa, southern Africa in particular. They are the discoverers, conquerors, inventors, initiators and leaders. His concern though is that ‘race hatred’87 has caused division within the settler communities. The races he refers to are not black and white, but settlers who claim a British or Dutch heritage. He warns that unless there is ‘racial’ unity under the British flag, there is a possibility that overpopulated Japan, casting its envious eyes on the resources and land, conceivably could conquer South Africa. ‘From the overcrowded islands of the East,’ he writes, ‘from the land of the rising sun, formidable, eager and sinister, the Yellow Man looks on.’88 In contrast to settlers from Europe, ‘native’ South Africans are presented by Chilvers as forces of primitivism, and impediments to progress. He refers to the ‘murderous exploits of the blacks’, the massing ‘black hordes’, the ‘wild tribes which swept down upon Southern Africa’, and ‘tribal dancing’ which he maintains goes ‘right
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back, into the Wild’. These then are the ‘elemental’ forces of nature. Finally Chilvers presents various options to deal with what he calls the ‘native problem’: ‘that there are four natives to every white man in South Africa.’ These are framed in two ways by Chilvers. The first is to develop a road out of ‘barbarism’ under European tutelage, such as that provided through mission education. Secondly, he looks at the various systems of ‘native’ governance that are being practiced, from more direct forms of control, through to indirect rule, where elements of ‘tribal’ and ‘chiefly’ authority are invoked. The latter path is the one he seems to favour, as long as it is ‘consistent with humanity’.

What Chilvers’ writings alert us to is an ongoing debate about ‘native administration’ that was particularly vigorous in the late 1920s. The Native Administration Act of 1927, based upon a policy of retrenchment and the use of customary law, gave chiefs jurisdiction over matters that were specified, by whites, as ‘native law and custom’. This system would be controlled by the Native Affairs Department, whose power over Africans was strengthened considerably. It would ‘repress dissent, promote cultural ethnicity, and distance Africans even further from the law as applied to white South Africans.’ But this form of control through customary law was not unanimously accepted within the ranks of the Native Administration Department. Giving legal authority to chiefs and tribal authorities was inconsistent with the sometimes virtual disappearance of these powers in many areas. Retrenchment would therefore be imposing a system that had no existing basis. Moreover, although members of the Department welcomed the greater control that was given to them, they also wanted to ensure that the veneer of providing protection to ‘natives’ was maintained, so that it was not seen as what it was becoming, ‘a manifestly coercive institution’.

As Huberta’s wanderings were positioned in a debate about the future of game parks in relation to farming and hunting practices, so her body was inscribed with contests over the most appropriate method to control the ‘native’. Chilvers’ view was quite clear. What he called the ‘spirit’ of ‘war’ could be maintained as long as it was safely stored away in areas specifically set aside for Africans and that they be kept in these places for eternity ‘held in strict leash there by the law.’ The African voice, invoking tradition through Huberta, was an assertion of white control through the politics of retrenchment. National parks were being set aside for animals and tourists by expelling colonial and African hunters. The former could continue their activities through hunts for museums that were cast as scientific expeditions or become tourists armed with cameras. The African hunters were being forced into the ‘native territories’, as their supposed ‘natural home’, where, on newly established tourist routes they could be ‘conveniently seen’ ‘combined with scenic attraction[s]’.
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Not only does the wandering hippopotamus embody a spirit of ‘nativesness’ in these books, but also, very explicitly, she is gendered as female. Le Mare, very early on in his text, explains that he decided to use the female designation, Huberta, rather than the male one, Hubert. He based this on a communication from the curator at the Kaffrarian Museum confirming the gender of the dead hippopotamus as female. The explanation offered is one that asserts the gender as a reflection of reality, the ‘true sex’. Chilvers, unlike Le Mare, does not acknowledge that Huberta was initially thought of as male, but asserts her as always having been female. Yet, for nearly all his life, from the time he was ‘born’ at New Guelderland, he had been male. In effect the choice of Huberta is one that reads back into the hippopotamus’ biography a gender that does not accord with his published past. As a female she becomes even more domesticated. She discards the ‘cloak of masculinity’, turned into ‘a gentler … breed,’ and by implication, in greater need of protection.

Huberta’s journey south is then a narrative of an animal in search of protection. Le Mare presents it as a journey back in time, seeking this protection amidst her ‘real home’ in places where hippopotamus herds had lived in the past. In this ‘romantic search for the land of her ancestors’ she takes wrong turnings and inadvertently lands up in ‘the belt of civilization’. She moves on, her ‘protective instincts’ forcing her further and further south, attempting to leave ‘man behind her’. But this protection can only be achieved by a temporal reversal in an imaginary journey, from ‘civilisation’ in the north, across ‘native territories’ further south, towards a natural wilderness of the ‘home of the hippo’, that is ultimately not reached. What Chilvers does though is that he makes the destination appear reachable through colonial control. Drawing upon the chapter that he had written on ‘Durban, and the Famous Ride of Dick King’, in The Seven Wonders of South Africa, published in 1929, a large part of Huberta’s journey is placed on the ‘Dick King Trail’. This is the legendary story of Dick King who rode 600 miles from Durban to Grahamstown in 1842, to seek military assistance from the colonial forces stationed there to relieve the port of its occupation by trekboer forces. Evading search parties, crossing rivers in flood and escaping from wild animals, King eventually reached Grahamstown and British authority was re-established in Durban. Huberta’s journey is made, by Chilvers, ‘to coincide in amazing fashion with the route traversed by Dick King on his historic ride to Grahamstown.’ Huberta, like King, may then be seen to be seeking the assistance of colonial authorities, but in the former’s case from the hunters whose images are the first ones that appear in the book on the frontispiece and opposite
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page 22. Even though Huberta does not achieve the required protection when she is alive, Chilvers takes the story forward and presents Huberta as a martyr who had not died ‘in vain’. ‘For it has done far more than anything within the scope of direct propaganda to make it clear the right of the Wild to live.’ That ‘right’ though is one that is to be restricted and placed within the confines of National Parks. On lands, which white farmers found unsuitable and where nagana and African hunters could be controlled, animals like Huberta would become valued for their viewability. Safely protected and controlled in the National Park, Huberta could become ‘the national animal heroine of South Africa’.

**Conclusion**

By the middle of 1932 Huberta’s biographical journey had begun to take on substantial proportions. She had travelled from the banks of the Keiskama to Camden Town in London and had returned to take her place safely ensconced in a glass case, surrounded by a variety of mammal specimens that the Kaffrarian Museum in King William’s Town had acquired in their collecting/hunting expeditions. Books were being written about her, inhabiting her body with African ancestral voices. The routes that she took in these books were southwards and backwards into history towards an imaginary originary home, and then forwards into the protection and control of National Parks.

Huberta, as she was being biographised in the museum and the publications by Le Mare and Chilvers, was being made into much more than a specimen of nature. As racial segregation began to be more firmly entrenched in South Africa, she was a symbol of territorial demarcation for people who were called ‘native’ (and were controlled by the Native Affairs Department) and animals who were part of ‘nature’. The ‘native reserves’ were considered to be the appropriate habitus of the former, while the game reserves were being set aside for the latter. These game reserves were being turned into National Parks, where animals, such as Huberta, were being made available for viewing by the tourist elite. With their designation as ‘national’ they were to be owned by the nation. In this case ‘the nation’ was a racially exclusive one, with membership determined by whiteness. The parks were imaged as bearers of united white South African national identity, helping overcome divisions amongst the white ‘races’. This would, no doubt, have pleased Huberta’s biographer, Hedley Chilvers, immensely. What was imperative to him was that all the ‘bickering’ between the ‘white races’ cease to ensure that ‘the European is to remain dominant in Africa.’

---

100. Chilvers, *Huberta*, 17. The notion of National Parks changing the market value of animals from ‘edibility’ to ‘sporting characteristics’, and then ‘viewability’ is drawn from MacKenzie, *Empire*, 267.